Transfer Student Advising for the BSN Degree: Basic Option
General Education and Pre-Nursing Requirements

Eight Nursing Prerequisites
1. Anatomy with lab (equivalent to CSUC BIOL 103)
2. Physiology with lab (equivalent to CSUC BIOL 104)
3. Chemistry with lab (equivalent to CSUC CHEM 107 or 108)
4. Microbiology with lab (equivalent to CSUC BIOL 211)
5. Oral Communication (Speech) (equivalent to CSUC CMST 131 or 132)
6. Written Communication (English) (equivalent to CSUC ENG 130, 130E, 130P, or JOUR 130)
7. Critical Thinking (Logic) (equivalent to CSUC CMST 255, GEOS 104, PHIL 102 or 102E, or PSYC 100)
8. Quantitative Reasoning (Statistics) (equivalent to CSUC Math 105)

Four Nursing Co-Requisites
1. Nutrition (equivalent to CSUC NFC 100)
2. Human or Child Development (equivalent to CSUC CHLD 252)
3. Cultural Anthropology or Introduction to Sociology (equivalent to CSUC ANTH 113 or SOCI 100)
4. Principles of Psychology (equivalent to CSUC PSYC 101)

American Institutions Requirement
1. US History (equivalent to CSUC HIST 130)
2. US Constitution and CA State and Local Government (equivalent to CSUC POLS 155)

Lower Division Pathway Courses
1. One 3 unit course in the Arts (C1)
2. One 3 unit course in Humanities (C2)

Upper Division (UD) Pathway Courses
1. One 3 unit course in UD-C Arts/Humanities
2. One 3 unit course in UD-D Social Sciences

Diversity Requirement
1. One 3 unit course that meets the United States Diversity (USD) requirement (look for a course to double count this requirement in Area C1, C2, UD-C, or UD-D).
2. One 3 unit course that meets the Global Cultures (GC) requirement. Cultural anthropology (a nursing pre-requisite) will double count for the GC requirement. Otherwise, look for a course to double count this requirement in Area C1, C2, UD-C, or UD-D).

Writing Intensive Requirement
1. Should be met by a course in the major (proposal under consideration as of June 2012)
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